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The University of Chicago Press is pleased to announce the publication of an exciting new quarterly

MIDWAY

a magazine of discovery in the arts and sciences

a selection from the works of scholars the world over
as well as plays, poems, and stories
chosen from journals and books published by the University of Chicago Press and presented in non-technical language for the layman


One-year subscriptions at $3.50 or single copies at $1.00 are available from University of Chicago Press, 5750 Ellis Avenue, Chicago 37, Illinois

INTERNATIONAL HOUSE

(A department of the University of Chicago)

Offers resident accommodations at nominal rates to visiting American and foreign educators—and to others on professional visits to the University of Chicago.

INTERNATIONAL HOUSE is also available for small or large conference groups which require meeting space and food service.

The House is open twelve months of the year.

For details write to:

THE DIRECTOR
INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
1414 East 59th Street
Chicago 37, Illinois (FAirfax 4-8200)